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6 Introduction
7 The original development of nuclear weapons, and their
8 first use in 1945, was followed by several decades of fur-
9 ther weapons development in which more than 2,000
10 nuclear test explosions were conducted. About 500 of
11 these were carried out in the atmosphere, mostly in the
12 1950s and 1960s. They generated radioactive fallout that
13 was detected worldwide with some regional concentra-
14 tions, and aroused widespread public opposition to
15 nuclear testing. A few nuclear tests were carried out under-
16 water and in space. The great majority, about 1,500, were
17 conducted underground in ways that greatly reduced fall-
18 out – the first of them in 1957, in Nevada, USA – gener-
19 ating signals that have been intensively studied by
20 seismologists. Hundreds of these individual nuclear tests
21 consisted of multiple nuclear devices and exploded almost
22 simultaneously.
23 A ban on nuclear testing in the atmosphere, underwater,
24 or in space, was negotiated and went into effect in 1963
25 between the USA, the USSR, and the UK. Known as the
26 Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT), it has since been ratified
27 or acceded to by more than a hundred countries. Though
28 France and China did not sign, and China carried on with
29 nuclear testing in the atmosphere up to 1980, eventually
30 both these countries came to abide by its terms.
31 The concept of a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
32 (CTBT) emerged in the 1950s, intended as a restraint upon
33 nuclear weapons development. It was debated in many
34 forums for more than 40 years, and finalized in terms of
35 specific treaty text in September 1996. But this treaty is

36not in effect (as of 2010), due to continuing debate in spe-
37cific countries that have not ratified this treaty, and whose
38ratification is needed as a condition for the CTBT to enter
39into force. They include India, North Korea, and Pakistan
40(not signed or ratified); and China, Israel, and the United
41States (signed but not ratified). Those countries that have
42signed the treaty are effectively adhering to
43a moratorium on nuclear testing. They include the five
44countries recognized as nuclear weapons states by the
45Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968. Listing them in the
46order in which they acquired nuclear weapons capability,
47these are the USA, the USSR (whose CTBT obligations
48have been assumed by Russia), the UK, France, and
49China. The two countries that by far have conducted the
50most nuclear test explosions – the USA with 51% of the
51world total, and the USSR/Russia with 35% – ended
52nuclear testing in the early 1990s. See Yang et al. (2003)
53for lists of nuclear explosions conducted in the twentieth
54century, and Bennett et al. (2010) for a relevant database
55and seismic waveforms. Since 1996, the only nuclear
56explosions (as of 2010) have been those conducted by
57India and Pakistan (in May 1998), and by North Korea
58(in October 2006, and May 2009).
59Seismic monitoring of nuclear explosions has been an
60important activity ever since the first nuclear test in July
611945 in New Mexico. Such monitoring is driven by two
62different objectives that have engaged a range of different
63institutions and organizations. The first objective, which
64dominated for the early decades of nuclear testing up to
65the early 1990s when nuclear explosions were being
66conducted on average about once a week, was to acquire
67basic information about military weapons being tested,
68especially if (from the point of view of the monitoring
69organization) the tests were being carried out by
70a potential adversary. Relevant questions were: what
71countries had nuclear weapons programs, developed to
72the level of carrying out nuclear explosive tests? And
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73 how big were these explosions? The second objective,
74 which has become important in recent decades, has been
75 in the context of a major initiative in nuclear arms control,
76 namely, to achieve confidence in the capability to monitor
77 compliance with a CTBT, recognizing that many countries
78 considering whether or not to support such a treaty and to
79 be bound by its terms, would need to have confidence in
80 the monitoring system to some adequate degree. Given
81 that monitoring cannot be done all the way down to zero
82 yield, evaluation of progress toward this second objective
83 entails questions such as: down to what small size can
84 nuclear explosions be detected, and identified, and attrib-
85 uted with high confidence? And what are the specific
86 capabilities of different types of monitoring program,
87 applied to different parts of the world, to catch evidence
88 of a nuclear test, should one occur?
89 Seismology is the most effective technology for moni-
90 toring nuclear tests carried out underground, which is the
91 one environment that was not covered by the LTBT, and
92 which is also the hardest of the environments to monitor.
93 The importance of achieving the two objectives stated
94 above has shaped modern seismology itself, in that much
95 of the funding that has led to the facilities and bodies of
96 knowledge now used widely in seismological research
97 (including studies of seismic hazard), were stimulated by
98 government programs intended to improve capabilities
99 for seismic monitoring of nuclear explosions. These facil-
100 ities and methods include high-quality Seismic Instrumen-
101 tation, global networks that monitor for earthquakes as
102 well as explosions, quantitative methods of characterizing
103 seismic sources (various magnitude scales, the moment
104 tensor), theoretical understanding of seismic wave propa-
105 gation in Earth models of increasing and more realistic
106 complexity, our knowledge of the Earth’s internal struc-
107 ture, and methods of seismic signal detection and
108 interpretation.
109 The technical capability to monitor explosions, or
110 a perceived lack of such capability, has played a role in
111 the development of policy options on weapons testing
112 and/or arms control and the content of international
113 treaties. A key technical question arising in debates has
114 been: down to what value of yield can monitoring be
115 accomplished – and with what level of confidence? Seis-
116 mologists claim now that there is no fundamental techni-
117 cal problem with monitoring explosions down to 1 kt,
118 even if determined efforts at evasion must be considered.
119 But there have been assertions that it is possible to muffle
120 and thus hide (or confuse the procedures for identifying)
121 the seismic signal, even from a substantial underground
122 explosion at the level of ten kilotons or more. These latter
123 assertions do not appear plausible after review of the tech-
124 nical difficulties; but, as assertions, one finds that they
125 continue to survive.
126 Seismic monitoring for underground nuclear explo-
127 sions must be done with recognition of the great variety
128 and number of earthquakes, chemical explosions, and
129 other nonnuclear phenomena that generate seismic signals
130 every day. Efforts to sort out and identify signals from

131underground nuclear explosions in the midst of signals
132from these other phenomena have made great progress
133since they commenced in the 1950s, and improvements
134in monitoring capability will surely continue to be made.
135Sections below describe basic properties of earthquake
136and explosion signals, and different steps in seismic mon-
137itoring for nuclear explosions. A review is given of
138methods used for decades in the era when thousands of
139kilometers separated nuclear weapons testing activity
140and monitoring stations, when nuclear weapons testing
141was commonplace and there was little incentive to hide
142testing activity. Descriptions are then given of modern
143methods that monitor for very small explosions and the
144possibility of tests conducted in ways intended to evade
145discovery. A description is given of so-called “problem
146events” that were important is developing effective and
147in some cases new discriminants; and finally a brief sum-
148mary is given of monitoring capabilities, as of 2010,
149emphasizing the utility of data and data products from
150the International Monitoring System and its associated
151International Data Centre that are operated today by the
152CTBT Organization, headquartered in Vienna, Austria.

153Basic properties of earthquake and explosion
154signals
155Seismic monitoring for underground nuclear explosions
156has to face the reality of hundreds of earthquakes, chemi-
157cal explosions, and other nonnuclear phenomena, generat-
158ing seismic signals daily that will be recorded at multiple
159stations by any effective monitoring network. But after
160decades of effort, an extensive infrastructure of national
161and international agencies now sorts out and identifies
162the signals from earthquakes, chemical explosions, and
163the occasional underground nuclear explosion. Modern
164methods of nuclear explosion monitoring are vastly more
165capable than they were when this work began in the late
1661950s. The improvements have mostly been steady as data
167quality and quantity from monitoring networks increased,
168but with occasional jumps in capability as new types of
169analyses were validated.
170Seismic signals are traditionally grouped into
171teleseismic waves and regional waves, depending on the
172distance at which they are observed. Teleseismic waves
173propagate either as Body Waves through the Earth’s deep
174interior, emerging with periods typically in the range 0.3–
1755 s at distances greater than about 1,500 km, or as Surface
176Waves, analogous to the ripples on the surface of a pond,
177with periods of about 15–100 s.
178Teleseismic waves were the basis of most US monitor-
179ing of foreign nuclear tests prior to 1987. Teleseismic
180body waves are further subdivided into P-waves and
181S-waves. P-waves, which are the fastest-traveling seismic
182waves and are therefore the first to arrive, are excited effi-
183ciently by explosions: earthquakes tend to excite S-waves
184and surface waves more efficiently.
185For subkiloton explosions, teleseismic signals can be
186too weak for detection at distant stations and monitoring
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187 then requires regional signals. Regional waves are of sev-
188 eral types, including P-waves and S-waves, all propagat-
189 ing only at shallow depths (less than 100 km below the
190 Earth’s surface) with periods as short as 0.05 s (frequen-
191 cies as high as 20 Hz, i.e., cycles per second). Regional
192 waves reach distances up to 1,000 km and sometimes
193 beyond, depending on source size and whether the propa-
194 gation path is an attenuating one, or not. They are regional
195 also in the sense that they have speeds and attenuation
196 properties that vary according to details of local structures
197 in the Earth’s crust and uppermost mantle, so they can
198 vary from place to place within continents and oceans.
199 Figure 1 shows a regional seismogram of a Soviet
200 underground nuclear explosion in Kazakhstan recorded
201 in July 1989 at a distance of slightly less than 1,000 km
202 by a high-quality station in northwestern China. The orig-
203 inal recording is shown in red. Different signals derived
204 from it are shown in blue, each of them filtered to pass
205 information in a particular band of frequencies.
206 Seismologists characterize the size of seismic signals
207 by means of logarithmic magnitude scales (see Earth-
208 quake magnitude), with each scale based on a different
209 type of seismic wave. A magnitude scale using teleseismic
210 surface waves was first described in the 1930s based on
211 the logarithm (to the base 10) of amplitude of maximum
212 ground displacement due to surface waves with periods
213 about 20 s. It is known as the Ms scale. Another widely
214 used magnitude scale is that based on the amplitude of
215 teleseismic P-waves. Known asmb, it entails measurement
216 of ground motion at about 1 s period. As part of the assig-
217 nation of Ms and mb values, for a particular seismic event
218 as recorded at a particular station, a standard correction is
219 applied to account for the distance between the source and
220 the receiver at which the data was obtained. Magnitudes
221 range from about �3 for the smallest observable micro-
222 earthquakes, up to above 8 for the largest earthquake.
223 A 1 kt underground explosion has an mb roughly about
224 4, and each year there are about 7,500 shallow earthquakes
225 worldwide with mb � 4 (Ringdal, 1985). Although use of
226 seismic moment has superseded use ofmb andMs in much
227 of modern seismology and magnitude is only an empirical
228 estimator of seismic event size, magnitude scales are still
229 often used in discussion of seismic monitoring because
230 this a practical way to relate that discussion directly to
231 properties of signal strength. For example, monitoring
232 capability is often characterized in terms of contour maps
233 or shaded maps indicating the magnitude levels down to
234 which detection or identification is deemed possible with
235 given resources, such as a particular network. We con-
236 clude this article with such a map (see Figure 8). Explo-
237 sion energy is measured in kilotons. A kiloton is
238 formally defined as a trillion calories, and is roughly the
239 energy released by exploding a thousand tons of TNT.

240 The different steps in explosion monitoring
241 Nuclear explosion monitoring entails a series of steps,
242 beginning with detection of signals (did a particular

243station detect anything?) and association (can we gather
244all the different signals, recorded by different stations, that
245originate from the same “event”?). The next steps involve
246making a location estimate and an identification (did it
247have the characteristics of an earthquake, a mining blast,
248a nuclear weapon test?). Then follow the steps of yield
249estimation (how big was it?) and attribution (if it was
250a nuclear test, what country carried it out?).

251Detection
252Concerning detection, nuclear explosion monitoring is
253often done with arrays of sensors, deployed as a group
254spread out over an area about 10 km across (or less), that
255facilitate methods to enhance signal-to-noise ratios. This
256is done typically by stacking signals from independent
257sensors, often with appropriate delays to increase signal
258strength and reduce noise. Array data can also give esti-
259mates of the direction from which signals are arriving.
260In the evaluation of detection capability, one of the key
261concepts widely used in seismology is the magnitude of
262completeness, which means that all events above this
263magnitude can be recorded by the monitoring system.
264Transferring from magnitude to yield, one infers the capa-
265bility for detecting nuclear tests (NAS, 2002). Practically,
266however, one of the often-cited expressions of monitoring
267capability is the magnitude threshold, above which 90%
268of the seismic events can be detected at more than three
269stations, the least number of stations for routine location.

270Association
271Association is the effort to identify those sets of signals,
272from different stations, which all originate from the same
273seismic event. It is one of the hardest steps in practice, par-
274ticularly when multiple seismic sources around the world
275are active at the same time, resulting in signals from differ-
276ent events that are interlaced in the waveforms recorded by
277each station. In such cases, array data can be helpful in
278resolving which signals correspond to which event.

279Location
280To obtain a location estimate, typically the arrival times of
281various seismic waves are measured from the recorded
282waveforms such as shown in Figure 1. They are used to
283find four parameters: latitude, longitude, depth, and origin
284time. In this work, it is necessary to know the travel time
285from any hypothesized source location to any particular
286seismographic station for any type of seismic wave that
287the station might observe. In practice, locating seismic
288events accurately on a global basis (say, to within 10 km
289of their true location) using sparse networks (stations sev-
290eral hundred kilometers apart) requires extensive efforts in
291station calibration. Thus, it is important to include path-
292specific travel-time corrections to standard travel-time
293models to account for lateral variations of Earth structure
294(Murphy et al., 2005; Myers et al., 2010). Many authors
295have shown that greatly improved precision of location
296estimates can be achieved for a given region if seismic
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297 events are located in large numbers – preferably thou-
298 sands of them or more, all at the same time – rather than
299 one at a time (Richards et al., 2006; Waldhauser and
300 Schaff, 2008).

301 Methods of identification
302 Identification of the nature of a seismic source on the basis
303 of its seismic signals – that is, making a determination
304 from seismograms as to whether it could be a nuclear
305 explosion, or a natural earthquake, or a mine blast, or
306 something more exotic such as a bolide impacting our
307 planet and exploding in the atmosphere – is a large subject
308 in view of the many possibilities. See for example,
309 Richards (1988), OTA (1988), Dahlman et al. (2009),
310 and Bowers and Selby (2009). Seismic events generate
311 many different types of seismic wave, in various different
312 frequency bands as shown in Figure 1, and different types
313 of seismic source generate a different mix of seismic
314 waves. We can make an analogy here with sound waves,
315 and the capability of the human ear and brain to analyze
316 them. A deep bass voice, a gunshot, a whistle, and rolling
317 thunder, constitute a set of sound sources that are easily
318 distinguished from each other on the basis of their differ-
319 ent frequencies, their emergent or impulsive nature, and
320 their duration. It is the mix of information in both the time
321 domain and the frequency domain that is effective.
322 Seismic methods for discriminating between earth-
323 quakes and explosions are based on interpretation of the
324 event location (including its depth); on the relative excita-
325 tion of a variety of body waves and surface waves; and on
326 properties of the signal spectrum associated with each of
327 these two different types of source. Within these three
328 broad categories, many different methods have been tried,
329 with various degrees of success. As the capabilities of
330 each method are probed, the question of interest is often:
331 “Down to what size of seismic event, does this method
332 of discrimination work?” In some cases, discrimination
333 is unambiguous even at very small event size. (For exam-
334 ple, however small an event, it may be presumed to be an
335 earthquake if it is located at a depth greater than 15 km
336 below the Earth’s surface. Even a small event will attract
337 attention if it occurs in an area that is geologically stable
338 that for decades has had no seismic activity.)
339 The most useful methods for discrimination can be
340 listed as follows:

341 � Interpretation of the location: Is the event in a seismic or
342 an aseismic area? Below the floor of an ocean? At depth
343 below a continent? There is an important role here for
344 common sense: seismic events in Canada tend to attract
345 less attention from western monitoring agencies than
346 such events in North Korea (though a seismic event in
347 the middle of the Canadian Shield would still attract
348 attention and intensive study).
349 � Relative amplitude of body waves and surface waves.
350 This can be studied by plotting the event of interest on
351 an Ms: mb diagram, as shown in Figure 2. The sur-
352 face-wave amplitude is read typically from signals with

353period about 20 s, and the body-wave amplitude at
354about 1 s period. (Though effective for large enough
355events, an explosion with mb much below 4.5 may not
356have large enough surface wave signals at teleseismic
357distances to apply this method dependably.)
358� Use of the observed “first motion” of the ground. Is the
359initial P-wave motion of the ground indicative of com-
360pression radiated to all directions from the source, lead-
361ing to upward motions, as would be the case for
362a simple explosion? Or, are dilatations recorded at some
363azimuths, leading to downward motions, as would
364sometimes be expected from earthquakes but not from
365explosions?

366The methods described so far in this section have
367concerned the use of teleseismic signals, which can be
368used to monitor effectively for high magnitudes, and on
369down to somewhere in the magnitude range from 4.0 to
3704.5. Since the early 1990s, there has been growing recog-
371nition of the merits of regional waves, to monitor down to
372far lower magnitudes, often well below magnitude 3. The
373method is based upon the general observation that explo-
374sion signals, when compared to earthquakes, have much
375stronger P-waves at high frequency, whereas those from
376earthquakes have weaker S-waves (and surface waves).
377This modern method is being studied with frequencies
378in the range 0.5–20 Hz. and sometimes even higher. An
379example is shown in Figure 3 comparing regional signals
380of a very small earthquake and a small explosion. The
381method has been demonstrated even down to aroundmb 2.
382As an important example of this development, Figure 4
383shows the results of an analysis of the P-wave and S-wave
384spectra, pertinent to identifying the very small under-
385ground nuclear explosion conducted by North Korea on
386October 9, 2006, and the larger test nearly 3 years later
387on May 25, 2009. The smaller explosion took place at
3880135 h (GMT) and by 0706 h the US Geological Survey
389(USGS) had issued a report based on seismic signals from
39020 stations around the world including sites in China,
391South Korea, Russia, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
392Alaska, and Nevada. Its magnitude, about 4, indicated
393a sub-kiloton yield (see Koper et al., 2008, who discuss
394the uncertainty of estimating yield in view of the variabil-
395ity of seismic signal excitation for shots of different
396depth). But from such teleseismic signals, the nature of
397the event was difficult to distinguish from an earthquake.
398Fortunately, discrimination for events such as this is often
399very clear, provided high-quality regional data is
400available.
401In this analysis, the original seismograms from station
402MDJ, located in China, are filtered in eight narrow fre-
403quency bands as illustrated in blue in Figure 1, but this
404time with bands centered on each of the frequencies from
4051, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, to 15 Hz as indicated for the horizontal
406axis in Figure 4. The amplitudes of the Pg and Lg waves
407are measured in each narrow band, the amplitude ratio is
408formed (the “spectral ratio”), and the quantitative compar-
409ison can begin. Figure 4 shows how this ratio varies with
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410 frequency for the set of eight earthquakes, and for the set
411 of four small chemical explosions. The ratio differs for
412 these two populations as frequency rises, and the separa-
413 tion between them is very clear at high frequencies (from
414 9 to 15 Hz in this case). It is also clear that the spectral
415 ratios of the signal recorded for the events of 2006 and
416 2009 are like those of the known chemical explosions.
417 This successful seismic discriminant based upon
418 regional waves is important in enabling monitoring capa-
419 bility to be extended down to lower magnitudes. In prac-
420 tice, there is often very little difference between the
421 magnitude thresholds for detection (at enough stations to
422 enable a useful location estimate), and identification, since
423 so many regions of the Earth are now monitored to low
424 magnitude for earthquakes as part of investigations into
425 seismic hazard. It may take only one regional seismogram
426 to enable discrimination to be carried out with high confi-
427 dence (provided the recording is of adequate quality, and
428 is for a station that has an archive of signals from previous
429 known earthquakes and explosions).
430 Along with the use of regional seismic waves and their
431 spectral ratios at 5 Hz and higher, another discriminant
432 turning out to be successful at distinguishing between
433 earthquakes and explosions is the use of observed seismic
434 waveforms to make estimates of the set of forces that
435 appear to be acting at the seismic source. The set of forces
436 here is quantified by what seismologists call the moment
437 tensor. As shown by Ford et al. (2009) from study of
438 numerous earthquakes and underground explosions, seis-
439 mic events separate into specific populations as deter-
440 mined by the way their moment tensors behave –
441 whether they are more representative of the all-around
442 (isotropic) features of an explosion, or of the type of shear-
443 ing motions more typical of an earthquake.
444 In general for underground tests, seismic data alone
445 cannot distinguish between nuclear explosions, and chem-
446 ical explosions in which all the material making up the
447 explosive was fired within less than about a tenth of
448 a second. But such chemical explosions, if large, are very
449 rare. In the case of the two North Korea tests, both of
450 which were announced as nuclear, objective evidence for
451 the nuclear nature of the 2006 explosion came from sev-
452 eral different detections of radionuclides that are diagnos-
453 tic of a nuclear explosion. Such radionuclides were not
454 detected from the 2009 explosion, which, however, was
455 so large as to be implausible as a chemical explosion, since
456 it would have to have consisted of literally thousands of
457 tons of explosives.

458 Yield estimation
459 Yield estimation was of particular importance in the years
460 following 1974 when a bilateral treaty between the USA
461 and the USSR was negotiated, intended to go into effect
462 in 1976. This was the Threshold Test Ban Treaty (TTBT),
463 limiting the size of underground nuclear explosions
464 conducted by these two countries to a yield of not more
465 that 150 kt. The TTBT proved contentious, with each side

466sending the other several inquiries asserting that the
467agreed-upon limits had possibly been exceeded
468(Timerbaev, undated). But this treaty was finally ratified
469in 1990, and has become less important since the CTBT
470was finalized and a nuclear testing moratorium by the sig-
471natory countries began in 1996. Yield estimation is how-
472ever still important as an exercise in the interpretation of
473signals from the few underground explosions since that
474date, specifically those of India and Pakistan in 1998,
475and of North Korea in 2006 and 2009.
476For a few tens of underground nuclear explosions, most
477of them at the Nevada Test Site, the yield has been
478announced by the agency conducting the test. It has there-
479fore been possible to calibrate observed seismic magni-
480tudes for these tests against the announced yields, and an
481example is given in Figure 3 using mb values and yields
482reported for Nevada explosions in tuff and rhyolite.
483The line mb = 4.05 + 0.75 log (Yield) fits the data well
484(yield in kilotons). Such a calibration curve can be applied
485to obtain a seismic yield estimate for Nevada explosions
486with unannounced yield. But it requires correction, prior
487to its use in obtaining a seismic yield estimate for an
488explosion at a different site. This must be done, to allow
489for physical and geological differences between the sites.
490For example, in different rock types there can be different
491efficiencies in the coupling of nuclear yield into seismic
492energy; and differences in the propagation efficiencies as
493seismic waves travel out from the source of interest, as
494compared to seismic signals from a Nevada explosion.
495In this connection, it is of interest to note mb and yield
496for the US nuclear explosion LONGSHOT (conducted in
4971965 in the volcanic breccias of an Aleutian island). The
498mb value is 5.9, corresponding to a yield of about 300 kt.
499if the Nevada curve of Figure 5 is applied directly. But
500the announced yield for LONGSHOT is 80 kt. One way
501to obtain a calibration curve for the Aleutians is therefore
502to add a correction of about 0.4 mb units to the Nevada
503values of mb at a given yield, before the curve of Figure 5
504is used to supply a seismic yield estimate in this new loca-
505tion. This mb correction, for a site differing from that
506where a calibration curve is directly available, is called
507the bias. If the bias correction is not applied, then
508a Nevada magnitude–yield curve can give too high
509a seismic yield estimate for a non-Nevada explosion.
510Note that the Nevada Test Site is in a region of active
511tectonics, with significant episodes of volcanism in the last
512few million years, resulting in high temperatures within
513the upper mantle, and thus anomalous attenuation of seis-
514mic waves propagating through the hot and partially mol-
515ten upper layers of the Earth, 100 or 200 km in thickness
516beneath the Nevada Test Site. Such propagation through
517an attenuating medium is presumed to be a contributing
518cause of bias.
519The existence of mb bias has long been known in seis-
520mology in connection with what is called “station bias.”
521By this term is meant the systematic difference between
522mean mb values (obtained for a particular seismic event
523by averaging reported mb from seismometers all over the
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524 globe), and mb reported by just one station. For example,
525 the station BMO in Oregon (another region of active tecto-
526 nism) has reported mb values that for a given earthquake
527 are typically about 0.3 units below the global average;
528 and station KJN in Finland (in a stable shield region)
529 reports values about 0.15mb units higher than the average.
530 Their station bias values are thus �0.3 and +0.15, respec-
531 tively. Station bias values commonly range over �0.4 mb
532 units, so it may be expected that source region bias (which
533 is what must be applied when a standard mb – yield curve
534 is used for different source regions) will also range over
535 about 0.8 mb units.
536 The nuclear weapons test site of the USSR that
537 conducted the most underground nuclear explosions
538 was near the city of Semipalatinsk, in northeastern
539 Kazakhstan. Several multi-megaton underground explo-
540 sions were conducted on Russia’s Novaya Zemlya island
541 test site, far to the north of continental Eurasia (see
542 Khalturin et al., 2005). But these were all prior to the
543 intended date of entry-into-force of the TTBT (March
544 1976). After that date, the magnitude of the largest under-
545 ground tests at Semipalatinsk rose higher and higher over
546 several years, with some magnitudes exceeding 6.1. Such
547 magnitudes, according to the Nevada Test Site formula
548 discussed above, mb = 4.05 + 0.75 log (Yield), implied
549 yields great than 500 kt, far in excess of the TTBT limit
550 (150 kt). Intensive discussion in political and technical
551 areas ensued with stronger and stronger evidence accumu-
552 lating to indicate a substantial test site bias between the
553 Nevada and Semipalatinsk test Sites. For example, it was
554 of great interest that teleseismic signals from the largest
555 underground explosions from these two tests, if recorded
556 at the same station in a shield region, looked significantly
557 different. The teleseismic P-wave from a large under-
558 ground explosion at the site in Kazakhstan would rou-
559 tinely have frequency content at the 5 Hz level and
560 sometimes higher (Der et al., 1985). The signal from
561 Nevada would not contain such high frequencies. It was
562 as if the signal fromNevada had passed through some type
563 of filter, which of course would reduce its amplitude.
564 Correcting for that effect would mean that the appropriate
565 relation between magnitude and yield for an underground
566 nuclear explosion at Semipalatinsk had the form

mb ¼ 4:05þ biasþ 0:75 log Yieldð Þ;
567 and Ringdal et al. (1992) andMurphy (1996) amongmany
568 others concluded that the appropriate formula relating
569 teleseismic P-wave magnitude and yield at Semipalatinsk
570 should be this equation with a bias of 0.4. Support for this
571 conclusion came from many arguments (see Richards,
572 1988 for a review). But in the political realm, the most per-
573 suasive was the very practical one associated with a Joint
574 Verification Experiment of September 14, 1988, in which
575 a team from the USA at the Semipalatinsk Test Site was
576 allowed to make close-in measurements (within a few tens
577 of meters) of a large Soviet underground nuclear explo-
578 sion, in particular of the speed and extent of the shock

579wave it sent out into rock near the source at that test site.
580From such shock measurements, a reliable non-seismic
581method provided an accurate yield estimate (it was in the
582range 100–150 kt). Stations around the world provided
583measurements teleseismically, giving a seismic magnitude
584around 6.1 – comparable with the largest magnitudes of
585Semipalatinsk explosions since 1976, indicating that they
586too had been conducted in a way that respected the 150 kt
587limit of the TTBT. A reciprocal Joint Verification Experi-
588ment had been conducted at the Nevada Test Site, on
589August 17, 1988 with a Russian team making its own
590close-in measurements of the shock wave from a large
591US underground nuclear test intended to be in the range
592100–150 kt. According to many news reports, the yield
593of this explosion slightly exceeded 150 kt. Timerbaev
594(undated) and news reports give it as 180 kt.

595Problem events
596The work of monitoring – for both earthquakes and explo-
597sions – is done in practice by hundreds of professionals
598who process the vast majority of seismic events routinely,
599and who also look out for the occasional events that, in the
600context of monitoring for the possibility of underground
601nuclear explosions, exhibit interesting characteristics,
602and which may then become the subject of special study.
603These special events have stimulated the development
604of effective new discrimination techniques and a better
605appreciation of overall monitoring capability. Examples
606include a mine collapse in 1989 in Germany and two such
607collapses in 1995, in the Urals (Russia) and in Wyoming
608(USA); a small earthquake of magnitude 3.5 and its
609smaller aftershock in 1997 beneath the Kara Sea near
610Russia’s former nuclear test site on Novaya Zemlya; and
611two underwater explosions in 2000 associated with the
612loss of a Russian submarine in the Barents Sea; the series
613of nuclear explosions carried out by India and Pakistan in
6141998; and the nuclear tests conducted by North Korea in
6152006 and 2009.
616The mining collapses were seismically detected all
617over the world. For example, stations that detected the
618Wyoming event of 1995 are indicated in Figure 6. Mining
619collapses such as these have caused concern because their
620mix of surface waves and body waves as recorded
621teleseismically can appear explosion like using the classi-
622calMs: mb discriminant, as shown in Figure 2 (see above).
623But a careful analysis of regional and teleseismic waves
624from these events has showed that although the surface
625waves were quite weak, and in this respect seemed explo-
626sion like, they had the wrong sign. Therefore the motion
627at the source was implosive (the ground had moved
628inward toward the source) rather than explosive. Indeed,
629mining collapses are an implosion phenomenon, and it
630was important to learn that their implosive nature could
631be reliably determined from seismic recordings.
632Teleseismic waveforms from the Wyoming mine collapse
633are shown in Figure 7. This is an example of the use of
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634 what seismologists call the “first motion” of the P-wave,
635 which is clearly downward in these data.
636 The Kara Sea earthquake was too small to apply the
637 Ms: mb discriminant (the surface waves were too small to
638 measure reliably). This event showed the importance of
639 accurate locations, and of using spectral ratios of region-
640 ally recorded P-waves and S-waves to discriminate small
641 events (Richards and Kim, 1997).
642 As we have discussed earlier, the North Korea nuclear
643 test of 2006 was of interest as an example of a nuclear
644 explosion that was promptly detected globally, though its
645 yield has been estimated at less than 1 kt. This event
646 required regional seismic data in order to determine that
647 indeed an explosion had been carried out and that the sig-
648 nals were not from an earthquake. Subsequently, xenon
649 radionuclides were detected that decisively identified the
650 explosion as nuclear.

651 Evasion
652 Several methods have been proposed, by which under-
653 ground explosions might be concealed. One method is
654 simply to make them small enough; but then there would
655 be relatively little to learn, from the point of view of
656 a weapons designer. The more important methods are
657 those which combine as many features as possible,
658 designed to reduce seismic signal-to-noise ratios at all rel-
659 evant monitoring stations. Proposed methods include:
660 emplacement of the nuclear device in material such as
661 dry alluvium, to reduce the coupling of explosion energy
662 into seismic signal (but that method is likely to result in
663 leakage of detectable radioactivity); waiting until
664 a sufficiently large natural earthquake occurs fairly near
665 a test site (which presents the formidable challenge of
666 identifying the event within a few minutes of its occur-
667 rence as large enough, and then within a couple of minutes
668 executing the weapons test so that its seismic signals
669 would hopefully be swamped by the large and prolonged
670 signals from the earthquake); and setting off a sequence
671 of several explosions that are designed to simulate
672 a natural earthquake signal.
673 Careful study of each of these methods indicates that
674 they are relatively ineffective in comparison with the
675 methods known as cavity decoupling and mine masking,
676 which we next discuss, and which are widely regarded
677 as setting the practical levels down to which seismic mon-
678 itoring of nuclear explosions is possible.
679 When an underground explosive device is tightly
680 packed into its hole (“tamped” or “fully coupled”), and is
681 detonated at sufficient depth to contain all radioactive
682 products, a shock wave travels some distance from the
683 shot-point out into the surrounding rock at speeds that
684 exceed the normal P-wave speed. This nonlinear phenom-
685 enon reduces at sufficient distance from the shot-point,
686 and thereafter the wave propagation can be regarded as
687 elastic. The so-called “elastic radius” for a tamped explo-
688 sion, i.e., the radius beyond which wave propagation is

689linear, is roughly 100 meters times the cube root of the
690yield (in kilotons).
691If the explosion is set off inside a large underground
692cavity instead of being tamped, then the shock wave set
693up in the rock can be weakened or even eliminated, in
694which case only elastic waves are radiated. The explosion
695is said to be fully decoupled if only elastic waves result,
696and theoretical work begun in 1958 has addressed the
697question of how much weaker the seismic signal might
698be made. Theoretical work has indicated that signals could
699thereby be reduced by factors in the range 50–100, com-
700pared to a tamped explosion. The cavity radius itself is
701the “elastic radius” for a fully decoupled shot. For salt,
702the cavity radius required for full decoupling has been esti-
703mated at about 25 m times the cube root of the yield (in
704kilotons). For hard rock, the cavity size for full decoupling
705is comparable; for weak salt it is somewhat greater.
706See Sykes (1996) for further discussion, and Denny and
707Goodman (1990) for estimates of the decoupling factor
708derived from the practical experience in 1966 of carrying
709out a small nuclear explosion (about 0.38 kt) in the cavity
710produced by a tamped shot of 5.3 kt conducted 2 years ear-
711lier in a Mississippi salt dome. They conclude that the
712amplitude reduction is about 70, at low frequencies, for
713salt. At frequencies that have conventionally been used
714for seismic monitoring, the seismic signal strength is pro-
715portional (very roughly) to the volume within the elastic
716radius. This volume is substantially reduced by fully
717decoupling, which is the reason why cavity decoupling
718has been proposed as offering the technical possibility of
719a clandestine program of nuclear testing. However, the
720signal strength is not nearly so strongly reduced, by
721decoupling, at frequencies above that associated with
722resonances of the internal surface at the elastic radius. In
723practice, the frequency above which decoupling is likely
724to be substantially less effective is around 10–20 Hz,
725divided by the cube root of the yield (in kilotons). The
726overall effect on the seismic signals from a fully
727decoupled shot of yield Y, given the results of Denny and
728Goodman, is to make these signals look like those from
729a tamped shot of yield Y/70.
730A thorough discussion of decoupling as an evasion sce-
731nario would have to include several non-seismological
732considerations. These include: the military significance
733of being able to carry out nuclear tests up to various
734different yield levels (e.g., 0.1, 1, or 10 kt.); and the polit-
735ical consequences if a clandestine test program were
736uncovered. Technical considerations include methods of
737(clandestine) cavity construction, and the capabilities of
738non-seismological surveillance techniques. Leakage
739of radioactivity from an underground cavity would be
740a challenge, given that much of the energy of
741a decoupled explosion goes into pumping up the pressure
742in the cavity. While some assert that clandestine use of
743cavity decoupling would be so difficult to execute that it
744belongs to the realm of fantasy, others have been per-
745suaded that the risk might indeed be manageable, and that
746estimates of concealable yields, under this evasion
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747 scenario, must be made. The NAS (2002) report describes
748 ten “layers of difficulty” with successfully hiding an
749 underground nuclear explosion via cavity decoupling,
750 concluding that even a nation committing significant
751 resources to this work could not have confidence in being
752 able to get away with tests above 1 or 2 kt.
753 The evasion scenario known as mine masking hypoth-
754 esizes the execution of an underground nuclear weapon
755 test explosion in a mining region, concurrently with
756 a large mine blast. Such blasts in a big commercial opera-
757 tion consist of hundreds of separate charges, fired in
758 sequence to break and/or move as much rock as possible,
759 in a procedure known as ripple-firing (Khalturin et al.,
760 1998). Regardless of the logistical difficulties of such
761 a scenario, estimates of the possibilities of concealment
762 via this approach can come from taking examples of sig-
763 nals from large mine blasts, and signals from small under-
764 ground nuclear explosions, then adding them together
765 before subjecting them to the methods used to discrimi-
766 nate between various types of seismic events. What is typ-
767 ically found, is that the maximum size of the identifiable
768 waves (e.g., the P-waves) from the mine blast is about that
769 expected from individual sub-blasts (commonly called
770 “delays”), and these amplitudes are spread out over
771 a longer time in seismograms.
772 A study of mine masking possibilities by Smith (1993)
773 used several different examples of mine-blast
774 seismograms together with single-fired explosion records,
775 and found a number of features that could be used to iden-
776 tify a simultaneous shot within a ripple-fired blast. He
777 concluded that to conceal a single-fired deep detonation
778 (depth is required for containment of radionuclides), the
779 single explosive shot should not exceed 10% of the total
780 explosive.
781 The conclusion here is that mine blasts are not effective
782 for concealing large releases of energy at the level associ-
783 ated with kiloton-scale nuclear weapons tests, unless the
784 nuclear explosion were subject to efforts at decoupling.
785 Again non-seismic considerations arise, including an
786 assessment of the plausibility of carrying out
787 a complicated decoupled and masked nuclear explosion
788 at the same time and location as a large mine blast that
789 would itself attract some level of monitoring attention –
790 particularly if the seismic signals seemed unusual in com-
791 parison with those from prior blasting in the region.

792 Event detection capability of the international
793 monitoring system
794 In 1976, a group of international scientists was established
795 at the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva, for the
796 study of monitoring technologies and data analysis
797 methods in the context of supporting a future test ban
798 treaty. This group of scientific experts (GSE) played an
799 essential role in laying the scientific groundwork for the
800 final stage of CTBT negotiations conducted from 1994
801 to 1996. Prior to the negotiation, GSE organized a series
802 of technical tests – GSETT-1 in 1984, GSETT-2 in 1991,

803and GSETT-3 in 1995. These tests contributed signifi-
804cantly to the development of the international system
805being built today to support treaty verification.
806The finalized sections of the CTBT include an exten-
807sive description of networks to monitor treaty compliance
808using hydroacoustic, infrasound, and radionuclide tech-
809nologies as well as seismological methods. The CTBT
810Organization (CTBTO) operates an International Moni-
811toring System specified in treaty text, as well as an Interna-
812tional Data Centre to analyze signals sent via satellite to
813headquarters in Vienna. Extensive descriptive material
814on these networks is available online (see http://www.
815ctbto.org).
816To implement the CTBT seismic monitoring system,
817a sequential four-step process is needed to build each sta-
818tion (CTBTO PrepComm, 2009): (1) Site survey,
819(2) Installation, (3) Certification, and (4) Operation. It
820must be demonstrated for IMS stations that data received
821at the International Data Centre (IDC) are authentic. This
822is achieved through a special digital “signature” embedded
823in the data flow from each station. The IMS station must
824be certified to ensure that all of its equipment, infrastruc-
825ture, and settings meet the technical specifications set by
826the CTBTO, and to also ensure that all data are transmitted
827to the IDC through the Global Communication Infrastruc-
828ture (GCI) in a timely manner.
829Here, we note that the primary seismographic network
830is to consist of 50 stations, many of them arrays; and that
831location estimates are based upon detection of signal at 3
832stations or more. An auxiliary network of 120 continu-
833ously operating stations is available to provide seismic
834waveform data, again via satellite, in order to help charac-
835terize the events detected by the primary network.
836Although these two networks are not completely built,
837there are enough stations operating to provide good indi-
838cations of what the detection capability will be when all
839stations are installed and providing data.
840Figure 8 shows maps of the detection capability of the
841primary seismic network of the IMS. The upper figure
842shows the actual capability of 38 operating stations based
843upon experience in the year 2007. The lower figure shows
844how much this capability is expected to improve when 11
845additional stations are operational, most of them in
846Eurasia. Capability is expressed in terms of magnitude
847thresholds, above which 90% of the seismic events are
848expected to be detected at enough stations to provide
849a location estimate. The work of identifying events is left
850to member states. This work is not just a technical matter
851since it is a political act for one country to make an allega-
852tion that another country has committed a treaty violation.
853The evidence in support of such an allegation can come
854from the IMS and IDC, as well as from the National Tech-
855nical Means of member states, and/or from a subset of the
856thousands of seismographic stations operated around the
857world for purposes not directly related to monitoring for
858nuclear explosions.
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859 Summary
860 We have described the basic steps in monitoring nuclear
861 explosions, and have emphasized the seismic monitoring
862 system specified by the Comprehensive Nuclear Test
863 Ban Treaty of 1996.
864 When the treaty was being negotiated, the goal for the
865 International Monitoring System was that it be capable
866 of detecting and identifying treaty violations – nuclear
867 explosive tests – at the 1 kt level and higher, if they were
868 not evasively tested. Recognizing that a 1 kt underground
869 nuclear explosion has a magnitude in the range about
870 4–4.5, if it is conducted in the way that almost all the more
871 than 1,500 prior underground nuclear explosions were
872 carried out (i.e., well tamped and not with intent to reduce
873 the signals picked up by monitoring networks), the evi-
874 dence from Figure 8 is that this design capability has been
875 significantly exceeded. For almost the entire northern
876 hemisphere, including Eurasia and North America, capa-
877 bility is good down to about magnitude 3.3. This corre-
878 sponds to a yield of less than 100 t (0.1 kt) for a
879 well-tamped explosion in hard rock. Only time will tell
880 whether this capability, combined with other monitoring
881 assets, is deemed adequate to support entry into force of
882 the CTBT.
883

884 Acronyms
885 CTBT–Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty or
886 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (its formal
887 name)
888 CTBTO–CTBT Organization
889 IDC–International Data Centre (of the CTBTO)
890 IMS–International Monitoring System (of the CTBTO)
891 LTBT–Limited Test Ban Treaty
892 TTBT–Threshold Test Ban Treaty
893
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Seismic Monitoring of Nuclear Explosions, Figure 1 The seismogram recorded at station WMQ in northwestern China, for an
underground nuclear explosion on July 8, 1989 in Kazakhstan at a distance of almost 1,000 km, is shown in red (top). Filtered versions
of the original trace in different frequency bands are shown in blue. Time in seconds at bottom is with respect to the time the
explosion occurred. Different types of seismic wave propagate at different frequencies, and hence their ground motions show up in
different bands. P-waves, in this case the regional wave called Pn that travels in the uppermost mantle, arrive about 120 s after
the explosion at this distance, involving short-period (high frequency) motions. Long-period surface waves can be seen in the top
two blue traces. Some surface waves arrive up to 600 s after the explosion at this distance and, thus, travel as much as five times
slower than P-waves. S-waves (weak in this example) are shear waves, traveling slower than Pwaves. A high-frequency wave marked
as Lg, which is often the largest wave at regional distances from an earthquake but is only weakly excited by explosions, is dominated
by shearing motions and is largely trapped in the Earth’s crust. The amplitude of ground motion in the longest period band is
less than 2% the amplitude in the short period band from 1 to 5 Hz. (Adapted from work of W.-Y. Kim.)
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diagram fromAu2 Bowers andWalter (2002). It can be seen here that
for seismic events of the same Ms value, earthquakes have
a significantly smaller mb value than do the explosions. The
offset is about 0.8 mb units, at Ms = 5. Because magnitudes are
based on logarithmic scales, and 100.8 � 6, it follows that at
frequencies near those at which body wave magnitude is
measured (about 1 Hz), the P-waves from an underground
nuclear explosion are about 6 times larger than such waves from
an earthquake having the same strength of surface waves. Also,
indicated by the red star are the body-wave and surface-wave
magnitudes of an interesting but fortunately rare event, a large
mine collapse with P-wavemagnitude greater than 5. This event,
which plots with the explosion population, is discussed further
below – see Figures 6 and 7.
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Example Gaussian time windows used for Pg and Lg spectral amplitudemeasurements are shown on the unfiltered earthquake trace.
(From Kim et al., 1993.)
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Seismic Monitoring of Nuclear Explosions, Figure 4 Spectral
ratios are shown, for the two nuclear explosions carried out by
North Korea in 2006 and 2009, as measured from waveforms
recorded at station MDJ in China (distance, about 370 km). They
are compared with these ratios for a small group of earthquakes,
and another group of chemical explosions, all in the vicinity of
North Korea’s nuclear test site. Colored bars represent �1
standard deviation in the ratios for chemical explosions (yellow),
and small earthquakes (magenta). The spectral ratios for events
in North Korea on October 9, 2006, and on May 25, 2009, are
both explosion-like. (Courtesy of Won-Young Kim.)
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Seismic Monitoring of Nuclear Explosions, Figure 5 Seismic
magnitude mb vs. announced yield, for 17 Nevada Test Site
nuclear explosions in tuff and rhyolite. The straight line here,
which fits the data quite well, can be used to make a yield
estimate of other events at this test site, in similar rock, if the
seismic magnitude is known. (Data from Nuttli, 1986.)
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Location of a mine collapse in Wyoming, February 1995

Location of stations with good teleseismic signals

Seismic Monitoring of Nuclear Explosions, Figure 6 A global map showing stations recording teleseismic P-waves from a mine
collapse in Wyoming. Its body wave magnitude was 5.3, and surface wave magnitude was 3.7. This combination is explosion like, as
shown in Figure 3. (From Bowers and Walter, 2002.)
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Mine collapse signals,
converted to broadband seismograms
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Seismic Monitoring of Nuclear Explosions, Figure 7 The
P-wave signals of the Wyoming mine collapse are shown at six
teleseismic stations, processed to bring out the fact that the first
motion of the ground at these stations is downward, indicative
of an implosion rather than explosion (for which the first motion
would be upward). (From Bowers and Walter, 2002.)
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Seismic Monitoring of Nuclear Explosions, Figure 8 Maps showing the detection capability of the IMS primary seismographic
network. The upper figure shows the capability of the network in late 2007, with 38 stations sending data to the IDC. The capability is
represented by themagnitude of the smallest seismic event that would be detected with a 90% probability by three stations or more.
The lower figure shows the estimated improvement over this capability that could be achieved by bringing 11 of the remaining
12 primary seismic stations into operation. (From Kværna and Ringdal, 2009.)
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